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General Changes 

• Update made to display performance data for the user.  The performance 

data is pulled from completed events and represents the assessment value for 

any observation that was made against the user (e.g., tied to the inject sent to 

the user).  A listing of the observation/assessment data per event is displayed 

along with a graph [ATSSIM-2308]  
• Updates were made throughout the ATSsim platform to not require the ‘+’ 

character when entering or importing a phone number.  This impacts the 
MSEL creation and editing process and the Address Book contact creation 
and editing process. [ATSSIM-2579] 

Master Scenario Event List (MSEL) 

• The “sender” and “reply to” fields will now only allow at most one entry. 
This will throw an error during import if there are more than one of either 
of these supplied in the spreadsheet. [ATSSIM-2580] 

• Updated the Inject creation panel to auto-fill the From Field with the first 
and last name from the address book, when the user uses the address book 
to select the Sender field. [ATSSIM-2581] 

• Updated the MSEL Import process to accept varying case for the following 
text strings:  Message Type, Training Type and Status.  We will now accept 
various cases in these fields and convert to all lower case for storage and 
processing [ATSSIM-2571] 

• Fixed a defect that was visual in nature. The Map Inject preview screen no 
longer defaults the geometry color to black. The map preview window will 
now load the assigned component color instead of the last color selected. 
New injects will use the previously selected color. [ATSSIM-2551] 

• An update was made during the MSEL import process.  If the user selects 
the replace all injects, the MSEL numbering will now always start at 1. 
[ATSSIM-2613] 

• Updated the icon used to represent a map inject.  The same icon was used 
for an Other inject type.  Wanted to visually distinguish between the two 
different types of injects [ATSSIM-2614] 



• Dropped the inject number for custom triggered injects since these are 
injected when a map inject event is processed.  These types of injects are 
not considered part of the MSEL as a time-based inject but rather put in 
MSEL when a modelling and simulation event occurs. Also move the custom 
triggered inject to appear beneath the Map Inject is associated within the 
MSEL List. [ATSSIM-2615] 

• Updates were made to the Address Book to address the following changes: 
1. Changed what was required to build a contact, now required to provide 
either an email or a phone number (or both), 2. disabled the save button 
until all requirements are met, 3. Updated user interface to show what was 
required. [ATSSIM-2646] 

• Updates were made to enable the ability for a user to send an inject 
immediately.  The inject must be approved or deferred in order to send 
immediately.  Once the users select to Send Now, the inject will fire at the 
next timer tick within the event. [ATSSIM-2575] 

Event Planning 

• Fixed a defect when previously creating a new event, the event roles would 

load all created roles for the selected organization. Now only the roles 

associated with that event are displayed. [ATSSIM-2574] 

• Fixed a defect when Duplicating an Event under Advanced Settings.  

Duplicating an event should not ask for an override for Email and SMS, this 

is reserved for creating a Test Mode Event.  Updated the user interface to 

remove the ability to provide this data and removed functions to use the 

overrides when executing a duplicated event (overrides are only used in a 

Test Mode Event). [ATSSIM-2641]. 

Simulation Capability 

• Updated the User Interface for the Mount Entities right-hand panel to add 

more spacing between the By Entity and By Group option [ATSSIM-2620] 

• Fixed a defect where the entity hover preview in the Task Organization was 

being cut off.  The update made fixes this issue and the hover preview will 

no longer appear partially offscreen when close to the bottom of the page 

[ATSSIM-2582] 

• Fixed a defect to change the behavior of mounting entities. Users can no 
longer mount an entity that is moving. The entity hast to be stopped before 
mounting. [ATSSIM-2617] 



• Fixed a defect when Mobility effects overlapped.  When Mobility effects 
(e.g., reduction of speed) overlapped ATSsim was not using the lower of the 
speed limit effect values. The lower of the speed limit effect values should 
be used.  [ATSSIM-2565] 

Administration Pages 

• When using the role management page, the organization must first be 
selected before displaying the roles. If the user is an ATS Admin or Super 
Admin they will see all organizations, if they are an Org Admin, they will 
only see their associated Orgs. [ATSSIM-2573] 

• Updated the Role Management Page to ensure the user could not enter 
duplicate role name.  [ATSSIM-2636] 

• Fixed a defect where the Enable checkbox, in the Entity Master Simulation 
Components Entity page, was not functioning when the user selected or 
deselected the checkbox [ATSSIM-2651] 

Operational Planning Tool 

• Added the ability to update the buffer size on scenarios. [ATSSIM-2316] 

• Added the ability to generate a report representing the Scenario that was 
built.  The report contains the portion of the map in the scenario, any 
iconography on the map in the scenario and the analysis data generated for 
the scenario [ATSSIM-2618] 

 

 


